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In the Matter of the Application by Berna Commercial Motors Ld. for the
Registration oj a Trade Mark.

his trade names and Trade Marks altogether. I am unable to accede to that
argument, and Mr. Sebastian has called my attention very properly to Section 22
of the Act which recognises, really, this splitting of businesses, and the assignment
of the foreign portion of a business. In my opinion, therefore, the second and
5 third points have also failed, and I ought to make an Order directing the Registrar
to proceed with the Application.
The Applicants were ordered to pay the Registrar's costs.

THE COURT OF SESSION IN SCOTLAND.-OUTER HOUSE.

Before

10

LORD DEWAR:

November 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th, and December 15th and 16th, 1914,
and January 14th, 1~15.
CLYDE NAIL COMPANY

Ln. v.

RUSSELL...

Patent.-Oonstruction of Specification.-Validity.-State oj the Art.-False
suggestion in Specification.-N0 false suggestion when Specification read with the
15 Drawings.-Infringement.-Essence and substance of invention taken.-Interdict
granted.
The C. N. Co. brought an action against J. R. to have him interdicted from infringing Patent No. 18,631 oj 1907 for" Improvements in the manufacture oj hold" fasts, dog-spikes, and. the like." Prior to the date of the Patent the method of manu..
20 facturing these articles from blanks cut from plates or strips and headed by heading
devices in a nail-cutting machine was well known. The strip was turned round
after each cut, and the cuts were so shaped that a double width oj metal was left at one
end to be formed into the head, and the other end was cut to a sharp point. The first
cut, or the first two cuts and the last part of the strip, were waste, but the cuts were
25 80 shaped that the whole of the rest' of the metal was utilised without waste. I n this
state of the art the Specification stated that where blanks had formerly been cut frOm
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Held, that the Specification was to be construed by the aid oj the Draioinqs : that these
showed that the words " without waste " did not mean that the strip could be used to 20
the end ; that they did mean that every blank could be made into a serviceable dogspike, and that this had been proved to be true; that the Specification was to be construed as claiming not merely the particular shape figured, but any shape similarly
inclined and checked ; that the Defender'S blank, though different in some respects,
was similarly inclined and checked, and that the essenceand substance of the invention 25
had been taken.
Interdict was granted.
This was an action at the instance of the Olyde Nail Oompany Ld., incorporated under the Companies' Acts 1862 to 1898, and having their registered office
at Newton, in the County of Lanark, as Pursuers, against John G. Russell, spike 30
manufacturer, Clydesdale Nail Works, Wishaw, as Defender, to have the Defender
interdicted from infringing Patent No. 18,631 of 1907, granted to Charles March
and William Haggo for" Improvements in the manufacture of hold-fasts, dog..
"spikes, and the like," and for delivery' of infringing articles, and for a list of
the names and addresses of persons to whom such had been supplied, and for 35
£1,000 damages. The Complete Specification: of the Patent was as follows :" This invention relates to the manufacture of hold fasts or wall hooks, dog" spikes or brobs, hoop hooks, pipe hooks, and the like, wherein the production
" of the finished article is effected, without hand manipulation and without waste,
" from blanks cut from plates or strips and headed by means of heading devices 40
" in a nail cutting machine which may be fitted with additional knives for pointing
" the ends .. Heretofore blanks have been cut without waste from ribbed strips.
" Blanks have also been cut from plain strips, though in such cases the s-hape was
" not so arranged as to prevent waste. The present invention may be regarded
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plain strips the shape had not been so arranged as to prevent waste, and that the invention might be regarded as the selection oj a particular shape oj blank which was cut from,
a plain unribbed shape without waste. In the blank, as described and figured, the head
was inclined backward and checked at the end. The first Olaim was for " the manu" facture of" dog-spikes and the like " by cutting without waste from plain umribbed 5
steel or iron strips blanks shaped as described and illustrated and heading them in
a nail-cutting machine." The second and third Olaims were Jor the dog-spikes and
the blanks soformed. The first blank, cut according to the Specification, might beformed
into~~ an inferior but serviceable dog-spike.
Prior to the action the Pursuers had
treated the first cuts as waste, but on putting them on the market they were found to be 10
saleable. The remaining cuts were all qood, and those after the second were proved
to be better than any previously known. The last part of the strip was waste, and
the Drawings annexedlto the Specification showed this. The validity oj the Patens
was attacked on the ground that the Specification falsely suggested that the dogspikes were made without waste. J. R. manufactured dog-spikes differing in many 15
details from those of the Pursuers, but in which the head oj the blank was curved
backwards and checked at the end, giving them special advantages first obtained by the
patented invention.
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Dog-spikes are large nails used chiefly for holding down rails to sleepers. Holdfasts are of tie same shape as dog spikes but smaller. The Pursuers had acquired
tie rigl t to this Patent by assignation, dated the 29th of October. The Pursuers
made the following averments :-(Condescendence 2) "The Pursuers have been
35 "for many years manufacturers of hold-fasts or wall hooks, dog-spikes or brobs,
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" as the selection of a particular shape of blank which is cut from a plain unribbed
" strip without waste.
" In the accompanying Drawings Fig. 1 is a plan showing part of a steel or iron
" strip with the outline of a blank for a hold fast or the like as cut therefrom, and
"Figs. 2 and 3 are elevations at right angles to each other showing a hold fast or
" wall hook as formed by heading and pointing one of these blanks. Figs. 2& and
" 3a show a dog spike or brob. . . . Fig. 4 shows a modified form of blank as
" cut from a strip.
" As shown, for forming a hold fast or the like from a flat strip A there is cut
"in a nail cutting machine a blank a of the outline shown at Figs. 1 and 4, a
" portion of the length of the blank shorn from the strip being straight and the
" end which forms the head of the finished hold fast or the like being inclined
" and checked as shown. Mter shearing off one blank the strip is turned over as
" is usual in cutting nails from steel or iron strips. The cutting knives thus shear
". the blanks off with the head portions always at the same end. Each blank as it
" is shorn off is caught by suitable dies and struck by a heading pin which bends
" over the head and forms the head b as indicated at Figs. 2 and 3. If desired
" shearing knives may be provided which serve to point the holdfast or the like
" as shown at c, the several operations being similar to those well known in cut
"nail making."
The Patentees claimed :-" (1) The manufacture of hold fasts or wall hooks,
" dog spikes or brobs, hoop hooks, pipe hooks and the like by cutting without
" waste from plain unribbed steel or iron strips blanks shaped as described and
" illustrated and heading them in a nail cutting machine. (2) A hold fast or wall
"hook, dog spike or brob, hoop hook, pipe hook or the like, formed by heading a
" blank cut without waste from a plain unribbed steel or iron strip of the contour
" herein described and shown. (3) A blank for use in the manufacture of hold fasts
" or wall books, dog spikes or brobs, hoop hooks, pipe hooks and the like, said
" blank cut without waste from plain unribbed iron or steel strip to the form
"described and illustrated."
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"[and the like. The production of the finished article is effected from blanks cut
'\from plates or strips and headed by means of heading devices in a nail-cutting
'\machine. The machine employed for the purpose has been in use for many
'''years for making nails, but it was not used for making dog-spikes until after the
" March and Dick Patent No. 16,776 of 1892. A steel or iron strip of the required
" temperature is placed in the nail-cutting machine, and a blank is cut therefrom by
" means of a cutting knife. Each blank, as it is thrown off, is caught between two
" dies and struck by a heading pin. The heading pin bends over the head end of
" the blank and forms the head of the hold-fast, dog-spike, or the like. Upon the
" nail-cutting machine there are two dies, one the back or movable die, and the other
"the front die which is fixed and supported. By no method of manufacture
" which was known prior to 1907 were hold-fasts, dog-spikes, &c. made on a nail" cutting machine with the head of the blank inclined towards the fixed die. The
" result was that the strain of pressing the head was thrown upon the movable
"":die. The blank can only be cut on a nail-cutting machine at a black heat after
"~the red glow has gone off the strip, and the result of the great strain of the
'\metal pressing against the unsupported die was that constant breakages took
"~place." (Condescendence 3) " By the " present" invention a new and improved
'\method of manufacturing was devised. By the new method the finished article
'\was produced from a blank which had the part which forms the head inclined
'\and checked in the manner shown in the Drawing accompanying the said
'\Complete Specification. During the pressing of the head, the blank is chiefly
"supported by the fixed die, with the result that a very material diminution is
" effected in the cost of repair of nail-cutting machines. rr.he spikes formed from
"the said blanks have larger heads and better shaped points than those produced
" by earlier methods, and at the same time are cheaper to produce. The arrange" merits described in the said Specification formed a great improvement on any
"previous method of manufacture."
In reply the Defender stated (besides a general denial of the Pursuers' averments) that" the machine used by the Pursuers is in no material respect different
"from that employed by other manufacturers. The advantage which the
" Pursuers aver that their method of manufacture has is not in any way set forth
" in the Specification, and in particular is not made matter of claim therein. In
" the Specification the Pursuers' alleged invention is described as ' the selection
" , of a particular shape of blank which is cut from a plain unribbed strip without
" 'waste.' The arrangement of the dies either by themselves or in relation to
"the blanks or the part of the blanks which is intended to form the head of the
" manufactured article, is not claimed as part of the invention and could not have
" been so claimed, as they involve no ingenuity or invention. Reference is made
" to Specification of Letters Patent to Herman Henry Bringer (No. 9321 of 1902)
" under which spikes are headed by being bent over and squeezed mainly against
" the fixed die." (This Patent, it may be noted, related to spikes made from
lengths cut off a rod, not from blanks cut from a strip or plate.) The
Defender further stated :-" The said Letters Patent are invalid and of
"no force or effect. The arrangements described in said Specifications are
" neither novel nor original, and do not involve ingenuity or invention, or, at all
" events, in so far as they involve ingenuity or invention, were contained in other
" prior inventions, and were in use before said Letters Patent were granted, and"
" reference is particularly made to the Specification of Letters Patent to Oharles
"March and William Dick (No. 16,7760£ 1892) and also to the Specification of
"Letters Patent to Oharles March and William Dick (No. 3455 of 1893). Further
"the Pursuers' Specification is not sufficiently specific, and does not sufficiently
"distinguish between what was old at the time of the Patent and what was
" claimed as new. The invention now claimed is not described or claimed in the
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The following witnesses were examined for the Pursuers :-William Haggo, one

of the Patentees and works manager of the Pursuer Company; Oharles March,
managing director thereof; William Gray, managing engineer thereof; William
Cameron; one of its employees; William Boyd, C.A., Glasgow, who gave evidence
as to the accounts from an examination of the books; and as expert witnesses,
40 James Swinburne, M.Inst.C.E., London, and Richard Stanfield, M.lnst.C.E.,
Professor of Mechanics and Engineering at the Heriot-Watt College, Edinburgh.
The following witnesses were examined for the Defender :-The Defender;
James Sinclair, nailmaker, one of his employees, and Hugh Fitzpatrick, Chartered
Patent Agent of Glasgow; D. M. Ferguson, Chartered Patent Agent of Edmund
45 Hunt & Co., Glasgow, an expert witness, who was taken as concurring with H.
Fitzpatrick.
It appeared from the proof that the blanks actually made by the Pursuers were
not of the precise shape shown in the Drawings attached to the Specification.
They were inclined and checked in a similar manner, but the proportions were
50 different, giving the head a somewhat different shape. Of the shapes figured
they more resembled Figure 4, but were so formed that the horizontal line ending
at a would, if produced, fall just at, instead of well without.fhe end of the head.
The dog-spikes made from these blanks differed from those shown in having a
projection or " hump" on the reverse side of the head formed out of the part
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" Pursuers' Specification, and their Letters Patent are invalid by reason of the
"vagueness and ambiguity of the Specification. The Letters Patent are also
" invalid on the ground of false suggestion. In the Specification it is stated that
" the blank is cut without waste; but in point of fact at the beginning of the
"strip there are two waste blanks just as there were two in the methods of cutting
" known at their date, and which it is claimed to be an improvement upon. The
"shearing of blanks from a plain strip without waste for the purpose of making
"nails and the like is old and well-known practice. Reference is made by way
" of example to Specification of United States Letters Patent No. 618,786 of 1899
"in favour of Henry H. Oummings for an improved method of making spikes, and
" also to Tomlinson's' Cyclopedia of Useful Arts and Manufactures' (Vol. II. p.
" 309-310), published in 1854 by Virtue &1 00., and to Ure's ' Dictionary of Arts,
" 'Manufactures, and Mines' (voce Nail-making), published in 1878."
The Pursuers complained that for about eighteen months the Defender had
been manufacturing and selling extensively spikes which infringed their Patent,
and that he had been called upon to desist therefrom until he had obtained a
licence from the Pursuers, and also to pay them a royalty on the dog-spikes already
manufactured by him but that he declined to do so. They alleged that" the dog ..
" spike so manufactured by the Defender is made from a blank, the head end
"of which is inclined and checked substantially in the same manner as is done in
" the case of the Pursuers' Patent, so that the head of the manufactured article
" is supported by the fixed die. The inclination and checking of the head end of
" the blank from which the dog-spike manufactured by the Defender is made is
"substantially similar to the Pursuers' invention." The Defender answered:
"the invention claimed in the Letters Patent of 1907 is for the special form of
" blank therein described and shown. The blank cut by the Defender's machine
" is materially different from the Pursuers'. In particular on one of its edges it
" is straight at the point of the spike and devoid of any inclination at all. The
" Defender's form of blank is a great improvement on that used by the Pursuers.
"The Defender's finished spike is also different in shape from that shown in
"Pursuers' Specification."
The Record was closed on the 26th of May 1914, and the case was sent to proof.
Proof was taken on the 24th, 25th, 26th and 27th of November; and the 15th of
December, and counsel were heard on the 15th and 16th of December 1914.
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of the blank which projected beyond the horizontal line ending at a. The
blanks made by the Defender were somewhat different both from those shown
in the Specification and from those made by the Pursuers. Instead of a straight
incline the Defender's blank had a curved incline concave towards the uncut
part of the strip. It had then a check at the end as in the Specification. The
Defender's blank had no " hump" such as is seen in Pursuers' at the beginning
of the head opposite to the side to which the head is inclined; no part of their
blank projecting beyond a horizontal line corresponding to that ending at a.
The last cut in the point of Defender's blank was a straight cut, meeting the
curved incline already cut; the last cut in the Pursuers' blank was an inclined
cut, meeting the straight edge already cut. As a result of this difference in
the shape' of the point, the Defender's spike drove differently from and, it was
claimed, better than the Pursuers' as the point could be placed close up to the
rail on starting to drive. Also the Defender, finishing with a straight cut, could
make blanks of different sizes with the same knife, while the Pursuers could
not. The similarity between the Defender's blanks and the Pursuers' was not
the result of imitation, the Defender having improved his blanks by independent
thought and experiment. It also appeared that the first and second blanks
cut by the Pursuers were different from the others. The first had the head
too small, and was always treated as waste till the present dispute arose, when
the Pursuers were advised to see if spikes made from them could be sold, and
succeeded in finding a market for them at a reduced price. The second blank
had the head too large, but was always formed into a spike and sold among
the others.
Counsel for the Pursuers were Sandeman K.C. and A. R. Brown (instructed by
Waddell & McIntosh W.S.); counsel for the Defender were Macmillan K.C. and
D. P. Fleming (instructed by Webster, Will & 00. W.S.).
Counsel for the Pursuers argued.-The first question is what is the meaning of
the Specification ~ The Specification was taken out under the Patents &c. Act
of 1883, Sect. 5 (4) as amended by 49 & 50 Vict. Ch. 37 Sect. 2 before the enactment
of any provisions corresponding to those of the Patents and Designs
Act 1907, Sect. 7 (2).
The Specification is to be interpreted as
it would be read by the workmen of ordinary skill in the art. [Neilson
v. Harford (1 Webs. P.C. 295 at 314) and Edison & Swan Electric Light
Oompany v. Holland (6 R.P.C. 243 at 280) were referred to.] It is the
function of the evidence to explain the state of the art, the technical terms in use,
and the nature of the machine. [British Dynamite Oompany v. Krebs (13 R.P.C.
190 at 192) and Orosfield & Sons Ld. v. Techno-Chemical Laboratories Ld. (30
R.P.C. 297 at 309) were referred to.] The state of the art here was that the
shearing of blanks from a plain strip for the purpose of making nails was wellknown. In Specifications No. 16,776 of 1892 and No. 3455 of 1893 and in various
American machines that process was applied to dog-spikes. It was well known
that the blanks could be cut so as to utilise the whole of the strip without waste,
except for one blank or two blanks at the beginning which were not of the right
shape, and the part of the strip at the end which was held in the clamp and could
not reach the knife. An ordinary skilled person reading the Specification, with
that knowledge, would at once see that the invention consisted -in the selection
among the possible shapes of blanks, cut in this way without waste from a strip,
of a particular shape having peculiar advantages-viz., the shape described and
illustrated characterised by having the head inclined and checked. The words
" without waste" were merely descriptive of the class of blank in question and
were not to be read as claiming something new. Even if they were so read they
were justified, because the Patentees for the first time had invented a shape such
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that every blank, including the first, might be made into a serviceable dog-spike.
A reference to the Drawings at once showed that there was no claim that the
strip could be cut into blanks down to the end. The invention: of the new shape
claimed in the Specification was ingenious, for it did away with the defects in the
5 dog-spikes formerly made. In these the point was punched and not cut, so that
it was apt to be ragged, the head was not long enough, did not contain enough
metal, and was not of the right shape, so that great force had to be used to crush
it into shape, and the head was so turned that it had to be made in the back die.
In the Specification of the Patent of 1893 a head was described which was suffi10 ciently long, but this Patent was found, to be unworkable and the difficulty did
not receive any practicable solution. The Specification of the Pursuers' Patent
for the first time disclosed a means of obtaining a cleanly cut point, together with
a head of sufficient size and of a shape approximating to the one required, so that
it could be ,finished by merely bending it over and slightly shaping. It also was
15 the first to show a head bent back in such a manner that it could be stamped into
shape on the front die. All this was obtained by the inclining and checking
described, and it showed great ingenuity. No one of the Defender's pleas against
the validity of the Patent was good. The plea that what was old and what was
new had not been sufficiently distinguished (a plea that had never been upheld
20 in any case) had no application where the whole entity was new, as the form of
blank was here. [British United Shoe Machinery Oompany Ld. v. A. Fussell &
Sons Ld. (25 R.P.C. 631 at 645); and Lynch and Henry Wilson & 00.
Ld. v. John Phillips & 00. (1909 S.C.. 884 at 892; 26 R.P.C. 389 at
403) were referred to.] The Specification was not- vague or ambiguous,
25 for it could be readily understood by a workman in the trade-the person to
whom it was addressed. [Edison & Swan Electric Light Oompany v. Holland
(6 R.P.C. 243); and Watson, Laidlaw & 00. Ld. v. Pott, Casselle and Williamson
(28 R.P.C. 565; 27 R.P.C. 541 at 563) were referred to.] The Patentees were
not bound to give the exact angle at which the head was to be inclined, or the
30 proportions of its parts; these could be determined and varied by the workman
according to circumstances (Vidal Dyes Syndicate Ld. v.LevinsteinLd.,28R.P.C.
541 at 559). There is no false suggestion in this case. It cannot be said that the
machine as described by ,the Patentees will not work. [ Watson, Laidlaw & 00. Ld.
v. Pott, Oassele and Williamson (ubi supra) and Simpson v. Holliday (L.R. 1, H.L.
35 315) were referred to.] But it is said that the Patentees falsely claim that there
is no waste. As already pointed out, there is no suggestion of this sort to a person
with a knowledge of the art; no one couldbe misled. In order that the Patent
should be invalidated on this plea there must be a plain and misleading Claim to
something that is not obtained. [Bloxam v. Elsee (1 Car. and P. 558 at 567) ;
40 Orossley v. Potter (Macrory's P.C. 240); Felton v. Greaves (3 Car. and P. 611); and
Easterbrook v. Great Western Railway Oompany (2 R.P.C. 201 at 210) were referred
to.] The Defender has infringed. He is not using an exact copy of the patented
machine, but he has taken the substance of the invention-viz., the inclination
of the head and the manner of checking it. [Dudgeon v. Thomson (L.R. 3 App.
45 Cas. 34 at 44); and Incandesceni Gas Light Oompany v. De Mare Incandescent
Gas Light System (13 R.P.C. 301 at 332) were referred to.]
Counsel for the Defender argued.-The Patent is void for false suggestion. The
Patentees claim to cut blanks from the strip" without waste." It is necessary
to ascertain the meaning of these words. If they mean only that there is no
50 waste except at the beginning and end, then the statement in the Specification
that" blanks have also been cut from plain strips, though in such cases the shape
" was not so arranged as to prevent waste," is admittedly false. If" without
" waste" is to have its ordinary meaning, that the whole strip is utilised, then
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the Patentees' statement that they cut without waste is false. In either case the
grant from the Crown has been induced by false representations and the Patent is
therefore void. It is to the public and not merely to the workman that it is addressed,
and the public have been deceived. It is no defence that the misrepresentation is one
that can easily be detected 01' that the Drawings supply the means of detecting it. 5
This is not a mere clerical error such as could be corrected under Sect. 70 of the
Patents &c. Act. 1907. The Patentees have taken no steps to amend under Sect.
21 if amendment be competent. The misrepresentation is on an essential point.
[Simpson v. Holliday (ubi s1lpra); Lane-Fox v. Kensington and Knightsbridge
Electric Lighting Company (9 R.P.C. 413; Owen's Patent (17 R.P.C. 68); 10
and Morgan v. Seaward (2 M. & W. 544) were referred to.] Apart from false suggestion, the invention is not sufficiently ascertained. Its ambit is narrow, as it
is only for a particular shape of blank. It ,is restricted to the particular shape
shown and does extend to all shapes of such a type. It is not proved that the
advantages claimed are obtained by blanks checked and inclined as shown. 15
The blanks actually used by the Pursuers are checked and inclined; but otherwise
further experiment was necessary to get the correct shape. But the Patentees
are confined, in this improvernent Patent, to the shape as shown and must prove
that this has the advantages claimed: Brown v. Jackson (L.R. (1895) A.C. 446 ;
12 R.P.C. 311). The Patent having this narrow ambit, the Defender does not 20
infringe, though he gets the same result if he gets it in a different way, by
using a blank of shape different from the particular shape inclined and checked
as shown in the Drawings: Dudqeon v. Thomson (4 R. H.L. 88 at 94 and 100; L.R.
3 App. Cas. 34 at 44 and 53). The Defenders' blank is checked, but it has a curve
instead of the straight incline shown in the Drawings of the Specification. Its 25
whole shape and proportions are different. Its head, like that patented, is
inclined so as to bring it on to the front die to be struck into shape; but though
the Patentees may have invented blanks of this sort, they have not disclosed or
claimed this as the invention. The shape of the Defender's article differs from
that of the Patentees not only in general outline but in respect that it enables him to 30
cut spikes of different lengths with the same knife. The resultant dog-spike
drives differently.
The Lord Ordinary (Lord DEWAR) made avizandum, and on the 14th of
January 1915 delivered judgment and granted interdict as craved.
LORD DEWAR L.O.-This is an action brought at the instance of the Clyde Nail 35
Company Ld. against Mr. John G. Russell, Clydesdale Nail Works, Wishaw, for
infringement of a Patent for improvements in the manufacture of large-headed
nails, called hold-fasts, dog-spikes, and the like. These articles are made in an
ordinary nail-cutting machine. The operator holds a strip of metal of the required
temperature by a clamp, feeds it into the machine, and a blank, shaped with a 40
point at one end,and a partially formed head at the other, is cut therefrom by a
cutting knife. When each blank is severed from the strip it is caught between
two dies-the one stationary and the other movable-and struck with a heading
pin, which crushes or bends over the head of the blank and so forms the head of
the dog-spike. This nail-cutting machine has been in use for manufacturing 45
ordinary nails for many years. But it was first used for making dog-spikes in 1892.
In that year, Mr. Charles March, managing director, and Mr. William Dick, foreman, both of the Pursuers' Company, took out a Patent for improvements in the
manufacture of dog-nails. The invention consisted of a blank cut to a particular
shape for the manufacture of dog-nails. Its character can be most easily under- 50
stood by looking at the Drawing attached to the Specification, or the model produced in Court. It will be observed that the first blank has no head upon it, and
could not be formed into a dog-spike and was therefore regarded as waste. The
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other blanks are all headed, and the angle which forms the point of one blank
assists in shaping the head of the next. This was accomplished by the operator
reversing the strip of metal when each blank had been cut off. The whole strip
was thus formed into dog-spikes, with the exception of the first blank and a small
portion which was left in the clamp at the end.
The Pursuers manufactured dog-spikes under this Patent from 1892 till 1907.
Although they had considerable success, they did not find the results altogether
satisfactory. There were constant breakages, involving cost and delay, caused
by forming the head of the dog-spike on the back or movable die. This die projected beyond its support and the head of the dog-spike rested against the projecting part when it received the stroke from the heading pin. The force of the
stroke frequently broke the die, and sometimes the broken parts got into the
machine causing considerable damage. Then the head of the finished article
had too much metal in it and was too short, the nose was too sharp, and the fin
or flange at the back did not project sufficiently, and great force was required to
crush or bend over the head when it was being formed. Nor was the point quite
satisfactory. The strip was wider than the cutting knife, with the result that the
point of the knife had to punch or force its way through the metal and soon got
blunt and so left a ragged edge at the point of the dog-spike.
Mr. March and Mr. Haggo, the Pursuers' present works manager, set themselves to find remedies for these defects.. They tried various experiments, extending over a period of three months. The nature of these experiments, which
involved much trouble and thought, is fully described by Mr. Haggo and Mr.
Gray, who were both accurate and singularly fair witnesses. They finally discovered that, by cutting the blank with the face towards the operator, and angling
the head in a certain way, and checking out or notching it at the back, and thus
cutting the blank nearer to its final shape than had hitherto been done, they got
the improvements they were in search of. The finished article was much better
than it had ever been before, and could be produced at less cost. The head was
longer and had less metal in it, had a blunt instead of a sharp nose, and more
projection at the back. Moreover, it was now formed on the front die, which is
fixed and fully supported, and the breakages with their attendant cost terminated.
They accordingly obtained a Patent for this new shape of blank, No. 18,631 of
1907, and assigned it to the Pursuers, who have successfully manufactured
dog-spikes under it since the year 1907. The Defender is their trade rival, and
they allege that he has infringed this Patent. Infringement is denied, and the
Letters Patent are challenged on the usual grounds.
It is averred on record that the alleged invention is not sufficiently ingenious,
or novel, or useful to support the Patent. Some attempt was made in crossexamination to establish these points, but as the evidence proceeded the effort
became more feeble, and in the end very little argument was offered in support of
them.
It is no doubt a simple matter to cut a blank of any shape, if no regard is paid
to the waste of metal. But the difficulty arises when the strip has to be cut
continuously in blanks of a specified shape so that there is no waste of the metal.
As I have said, the operator reverses the strip at each cut, and the result of this
is that the formation of the head and the point of the blank are inter-dependent;
that is to say, the line which forms the point of one blank shapes the head of the
next. It is therefore necessary so to shape the head that a good point will be
formed, and in shaping the point care must be taken not to destroy the form of
the head. This is by no means easy. When the model of the 1892 Patent is
compared with the 1907 model it will be seen that the two patented blanks are
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really quite different; and the evidence shows that their differences are ingenious
devices designed to overcome-and which did overcome-the defects in the
finished article which were produced from the old blank. A better dog-spike
was produced, at considerably less cost, and resulted in a substantial increase in
the Pursuers' business. It is true that under Messrs. March and Dick's Patent,
No. 3455 of 1893, the inclination was such ·that the head could be formed by
bending over rather than crushing,· but it was not checked, and the method of
working it outwas not good, and in point of fact this Patent has never been used.
The Defender also referred to the Bringer Patent, No. 9321 of 1902, where the
process of forming the head against the fixed die is shown; but this Patent
relates to the manufacture of spikes from a rolled bar which could not be manufactured on a nail-cutting machine, and has no application to the manufacture of
dog-spikes from a plain strip. By no method of manufacture, which was known
before 1907, were dog-spikes made on a nail-cutting machine with the head inclined
towards the fixed die. I am of opinion that it is proved in evidence that there is
sufficient ingenuity, novelty and utility to support the Patent.
The Defender further maintained that the Patent was bad for insufficient
description. I agree that the Specification might have been more explicit; but
it is proved that it is sufficiently clear to enable a competent workman to obtain
the desired result, and that appears to be the test of sufficiency (Edison & Swan
I think this point
Electric Light Company v. Woodhouse, 4 R.P.C. 99 at 108).
also fails.
So far the case is quite simple; but Mr. Macmillan, on behalf of the Defender,
presented a strenuous and able argument to the effect that the Patent is invalid
in respect that the Specification contains false suggestions and is misleading on
material matters. I confess that I have found a good deal of difficulty in reaching
a satisfactory conclusion on this question. The Specification is admittedly not
well drawn. The chief merits of the invention are not referred to, and there is
more than one expression which has given rise to much controversy and has
required considerable explanation. The alleged false suggestion or misleading
statement upon which the Defender mainly relied is this. The Patentees, he
said, represent and claim in the Specification that under their invention blanks
can be cut without wasting the strip of metal as it was formerly wasted. This
representation, he said, is false and misleading. They have effected no improve..
ment in this sense at all. There is just as much waste in cutting blanks under
this system as there is under any other. At line 15 of the Specification it is
stated :-" The present invention may be regarded as the selection of a particular
" shape of blank which is cut from a plain unribbed strip without waste." The
words " without waste" are repeated several times and particularly in all three
Claims; so that while the Patentees did not mention any of the other advantages
which resulted from their invention, they apparently did regard the absence of
waste as one of its features. But there may be two forms of waste in cutting
blanks from a strip of metal. There may be the waste of the first blank, or there
may be the waste in cutting from edge to edge of the strip. In the Specification
of 1892 both kinds of waste are referred to. Thus, on line 28 it is stated:" In commencing with a new plate or strip a waste piece is cut off as usual."
That is the first blank which has no head upon it, and cannot therefore be made
into a dog-spike. Then the other kind of waste is referred to at line 45, where it
is explained that there is " no waste in cutting from edge to edge of the plate or
" strip," that is to say, there is no waste between cuts. In these circumstances
the first question is to which form of waste did the 1907 Specification refer 1 Did
it mean that there was no waste in cutting from edge to edge? The Pursuers say
it did, and that the Patentees merely intended to represent that the blanks were
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to be cut upon the well-known non-waste system. If that view be correct, then
there is admittedly no misrepresentation. But if it refers to the other kind of
waste, as the Defender says it does, then the further question is whether it has in
fact achieved the promised result ~
I have reached the conclusion that the meaning which the Defender attaches
to the words is correct. When the Specification is read as a whole I think it is
clear that the inventors intended to suggest-and did suggest-that one of the
merits of their invention was that the strip could be cut without wasting the first
blank as it was wasted in 1892. Thus, at line 12 it is stated :-" Hitherto blanks
"have been cut without waste from ribbed strips. Blanks have also been cut
" from plain strips, though in such cases the shape was not so arranged as to
" prevent waste." That is a true statement if it refers to the waste of the first
blank, which is described as " waste" in the 1892 Specification. But if it refers
to waste from edge to edge, it is untrue. There was no such waste in the previous.
Patent. The Pursuers admitted this, but argued that the statement was an
obvious inaccuracy which ought to be disregarded, because any workman of
competent skill could at once see that it was inaccurate. But, apart from the
fact that no attempt has been made to correct the mistake under the provisions
of the Patent Acts, I do not think inaccuracy of expression can be assumed. It
must be presumed that the words were used deliberately with some definite
purpose in view, and if a true and accurate meaning can be assigned to them they
ought to be construed in that sense. There is no difficulty in so construing them.
It appears to me that the purpose which the inventors had in view, in stating that
hitherto no shape had been so arranged as to prevent waste, was to direct attention
to the fact that whereas the 1892 Patent wasted the first blank their new invention
did not. In the very next sentence, after stating that hitherto the shape had not
been so arranged as to prevent waste, they go on to say (line 15) :-" The present
" invention may be regarded as the selection of a particular shape of blank which
" is cut from a plain unribbed strip without waste." I think the true and fair
meaning of the language used in the Specification, read in the light of the evidence
and keeping in view the state of development which the art had reached, is simply
this :-" Hitherto the first blank has been wasted: under our Patent it may be
" formed into a serviceable dog-spike."
The Defender argued that the language used meant more than this. That the
words" without waste" intended to represent-and did represent-not only that
the first blank could be formed into a dog-spike but that the whole strip, including
the fragment held by the clamp at the end, would be formed into dog-spikes, all
equal in size and shape and value to the spike formed from the patented blank.
Perhaps -the words are capable of bearing that wide meaning, but when the
Drawings which are attached to the Specification, and which must be read along
with it, are examined, it is obvious that that is not the meaning which was
intended. These Drawings make it clear that the fragment held by the clamp
cannot be used, and that the first blank-although a dog-spike-cannot be one
of the same quality as the finished article from the patented blank. The witness
Sinclair, who is the Defender's nail-maker, was asked in cross-examination :" Q.-When you examined the Specification did you see quite clearly by looking
" at the Drawing that you must always have your piece of scrap left in the
" clamp ~ A.-Yes; that was clear enough to me. Q.-Was it also clear that
"you must-using a knife like that-either have a piece of waste at the beginning
"or a rather defective spike made from it ~ A.-Yes. Q.-Could you see~that
" at a glance when you read the Specification ~ A.-Yes; any person could."
The other practical evidence is to the same effect. It therefore appears that
although there may be ambiguity to the person who is not familiar with the art
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and cannot understand the Drawings, there is none to the average workman-to
whom the Specification is really addressed. He can see at a glance what it means.
It does not represent to him that the whole strip could be formed into dog-spikes
of equal value. All it does represent is that every blank cut could be formed into
a serviceable dog-spike, and that, I think, is the true and fair meaning.
If I am right in this view, the next question is whether the result claimed has
been achieved 1 If it has not, then I agree with the Defender that the Specification contains a misrepresentation as to the capability of the invention on an
important matter which would render the Patent invalid. When a patentee says
that he will get a result and fails, the Patent is bad (Bloxam v. Elsee, 6 B. & C.
169; Crossley v. Potter, Macr. P.C. 240; Easterbrook v. Great Western Railway
Company, 2 R.P.C. 201). But I do not think that the Patentees have failed in
this case. It is the third blank which it patented-the first two are not protected.
Must they be regarded as waste 1 I do not think so. The finished article made
from the second blank has always been sold along with that made from the third.
In some of the lengths it is not quite so good and requires trimming, but it is
treated in practice as being of equal value. The first blank is in a different
position, It is always formed into a spike as it passes through the machine, but
it is not of the same strength and quality as the other two. Indeed, for a long
time the Pursuers did not attempt to sell it at all. They treated it as waste,
just as the first blank from the 1892 Patent was treated as waste. But latterly
they found a market for it, and have sold it at a reduced price; and they quite
frankly admit that they did so, not because they desire to sell that class of
article, but to prove, for the purposes of this case, that a serviceable spike can be
formed from the first blank, and that there is therefore no waste within the
meaning of the Specification. Mr. Haggo said :-" In ordinary practice we don't
" sell the dog-spike made from the first cut. For the purposes of this case we
" were advised to see whether we could get a price for a dog-spike made from the
" first cut. The result was that we did get a market. There were 21 cwt. sold.
" I know the price that was got was Ts, per cwt. In my view it is a fair market
"price. I know it is about 4s. 8d. less per cwt. than the price got for dog-spikes
" Inade; from the subsequent blanks. Those figures show that it is not such a
" good spike. As a practical engineer I would have no hesitation in using the
" spikes made from the first cuts of this 1907 Specification . . . but as a
" manufacturer, and with a desire to have only one quality, and that the best
" quality, I would not sell the first blank along with the succeeding ones." After
Mr. Haggo had given this evidence, his firm received a letter from the person to
whom the spikes were consigned complaining of their quality, and with that
frankness and fairness which characterised his whole evidence, he at once produced
the letter in Court. The Defender founded strongly on this evidence, and argued
that it proves that the finished article from the first blank must still be regarded
as waste, and that the result claimed in the Specification has not been achieved
But I do not think that follows. It is not of good quality, but it is a serviceable
dog-spike such as could not have been produced from the 1892 first blank, and
that is all that the Specification claimed for it. The Pursuers were not in the
habit of selling it; but that was because they had acquired a reputation as
manufacturers of the best quality, and did not wish to risk that reputation by
selling an inferior article. There is no reason why it should not be sold by
anyone who cares to develop a market for it. There are many purposes for
which it can be used.
There is another expression in the Specification which the Defender alleged
contains a false suggestion. At line 8 it is stated that the finished article is
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effected" without hand manipulation." The Defender argued that this suggested
that the operator who reverses the strip would no longer be required, and Mr.
Fitzpatrick, the Defender's expert, said he was so misled by the expression that
he expected to find the machine so improved that no operator would be required.
5 But that must have been because he is not a practical nail-maker and had not
read the Specification carefully. It is nowhere suggested that there was any
proposal to improve the machine. It is a Patent for a particular shape of blank
for the manufacture of dog-spikes, and nothing more. The words "without
" hand manipulation" obviously mean that the. blank is cut by machine and not
10 by hand. It is quite clear that the operator is still required. At line 30 it is
said :-" Mter shearing off one blank the strip is turned over as is usual in cutting
" nails from steel or iron strips." It is usual for the operator to turn over the
strip and no alteration or improvement of this method is anywhere suggested.
The next question is whether there has been an infringement 1 There is no
15 evidence of deliberate piracy. Mr. Russell, the Defender, who impressed me
favourably as a witness, explained how he came to use the blank to which the
Pursuers take 'exception. He purchased his present business in the year 1910
and had had no previous experience of nail-making. The blank which his predecessors in business-the Glasgow Nail Company-had left did not satisiy him.
20 He thought the finished article which it produced was not good, and he asked his
foreman, the witness Sinclair, to alter the blank. Mr. Russell had not seen the
Pursuers' Specification. Sinclair is a practical nail-maker, who had for many
years been in the Pursuers' service, but he left in 1906 before the Patent was
taken out, and went to the Glasgow Nail Company, and was there when the
25 Defender took over the business. He succeeded in effecting the improvement in
the blank which the Defender wished. He knew that the Pursuers had a new
Patent, but he had never seen it and had no intention of copying their design.
There is no evidence to a contrary effect, and I see no reason to doubt the truth
of his statement. But, of course, if the Patent has been infringed it is immaterial
30 whether it was intentionally or not.
The blank which Sinclair designed for the Defender is shown on the model No.
62 of process, and if this is compared with the Pursuers' model, No. 61 of process,
a good many differences are seen. The Defender's evidence on this part of the
case consisted very largely in pointing out and emphasising these differences;
35 but it is not necessary to examine that evidence in detail, because the dissimilarities are quite obvious when the two blanks are compared. Indeed, at the first
glance, they appear to be quite different. The points and shanks are different,
. and there is also some difference in the necks and heads. But there are similarities also, and the more one learns of nail-making, the more one realises the
40 importance of these similarities. It will be observed that in both blanks the heads
are facing towards the operator and are inclined and checked in the same way.
The question therefore comes to be what is the relative importance of these
differences and similarities, and that must be decided on the evidence. As I
have already said, it was the inclining and checking of the head which effected the
45 improvements which the Patentees sought in the finished article. The essence of
their invention lay in this inclining and checking, and in my opinion it is proved
that the Defender has adapted these essential features, and has thus taken the
essence and substance of the invention. But Mr. Macmillan argued that, as the
Patent was for a particular shape of blank, there can be no infringement when the
50 two shapes are shown to be dissimilar. But then it was more than the mere shape
that was patented; it was a shape for use in the manufacture of dog-spikes. The
object of it was to effect improvements in the finished article, and, if I am right in
thinking that the Defender has taken that portion of it which affects the improve-
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ments, and which is the essence and substance of the invention, he cannot escape
liability by showing that he has not taken some relatively unimportant features
and -that the two blanks present different appearances.
On the whole matter I am of opinion that the Defender has infringed the
Pursuers' Patent, and that interdict ought to be pronounced as concluded for.
5
There is also a conclusion for damages, but I understand the parties have
agreed on the amount to be awarded in the event of the Defender being found
liable.
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